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Chairman’s Report, 2016 -17

REPORT

Dear Friends
We are now in the 76th year of the Friends and as you
will see in this report we continue to offer support to
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bond.
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Friends worthwhile.
I am standing down as Chairman this year. My thanks to the members of
the Council and to the membership for giving me the opportunity.

With best wishes

6

Dorothy Taylor
Chairman

the Church building would not be sustainable. Each year, therefore, the
Chapter and PCC encourage regular congregation members to review the
level of their financial support through weekly and monthly planned
giving. Chapter is also doing more to inform people of the lasting benefit

A Message from the Dean

of leaving legacies to the Chapter’s own endowments for fabric
maintenance. Thoughtful generosity in this generation will provide

The past year for the Friends of Ripon Cathedral seems

ongoing support for centuries to come.

to have been another active one with some fascinating

I remain convinced that Ripon Cathedral needs to be developed and

talks and lectures. I congratulate the Chair and members

enhanced if it is to fulfil the demands made on a twenty-first century

of the Council. It is encouraging to know that the Cathedral has in the

cathedral. The Chapter’s vision and strategy, Growing God’s Kingdom,

Friends a body of people who are concerned for its wellbeing and who

identifies key priorities. These have prompted the scoping of a major

take a keen interest in both its history and development. I was delighted

development project called Ripon Cathedral Renewed. This is an ambitious

to join some of you during your seventy-sixth year for afternoon tea at the

plan to open parts of the Cathedral that are closed to the public, make

Ripon Spa Hotel. The festive entertainment Cathedral Repairs Fund. Three

other areas more accessible, and provide new facilities, including: toilets,

grants from that had provided us with almost £400,000 to complete some

restaurant, new shop, song school, community space and storage. An

repairs to high-level stonework and windows. Thankfully,we were

application has been made to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). It is

successful in attracting a gift from the second tranche of £20million; this is

expected that the chances of this succeeding are relatively low, but they

for even

are far from negligible. And we are convinced that the project is of such

higher-level stonework repairs. Once again, this involves

replacing gargoyles, giving us a golden opportunity to engage with schools

regional, even national, significance that it deserves support.

across the region by launching a competition for designs. We now have

We pray for success, then, with our HLF bid. But if we are not successful

the awesome task of processing and judging the hundreds of entries.

first time, and no cathedral has been, we will explore other routes to the

The ongoing maintenance of a mediaeval Cathedral presents sustained

same essential destination. We would like to have made sufficient

challenges. The timely was particularly enjoyable.

progress by 2022 for this development, encouraged by the bold spirit and

In my message last year, I mentioned how the Cathedral had benefited
from the first tranche of £20million in the government’s First World War

faithful determination shown by St. Wilfrid in 672, to form the basis of the
Cathedral’s celebration of 1350th anniversary of the building of the crypt.

Centenary support of a government certainly helps, as does that of

I am grateful to the Friends of Ripon Cathedral for your ongoing support

individuals and organisations like the Friends. Chapter, however, also

and I wish you well for the coming year.

needs to access significant funds for the regular maintenance of its estate

The Very Revd John Dobson

and the developing mission of the Cathedral. Without this the upkeep of

The Dean of Ripon and President of the Friends
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Honorary Treasurer's Report
with
Accounts Summary for 2016

Appeal for
Membership Secretary
position on the
Friends Council

Annual Review
2016 marked the 75th Anniversary of the foundation of the Friends. We
spent the year holding a variety of events to commemorate this milestone
including a splendid lunch at the Spa Hotel and a lovely Garden Party at
Littlethorpe Hall, courtesy of Margaret I’Anson. In addition we continued

Unfortunately the person elected last year as
Hon. Membership Secretary was unable to take
up the post, which has added extra work for the
Treasurer and has sometimes made a gap in
communication with members.
This is an important member of the Council.

to provide occasional sherry refreshments following the 1030 Service on
Sundays which we hope will raise congregational awareness of the
Friends.
In December we lent Chapter £50,000 to help with funding the Ripon
Cathedral Renewed Project. This loan is interest free and will be repaid in
four equal instalments during 2018. Further to this, we expect to be asked
to make a significant contribution in terms of matched funding should the
Cathedral be successful in its bid to Heritage Lottery.

Please give it your consideration and if you feel
that you would like to put your name forward
perhaps you would like to discuss what is
required with myself or another member of the
Council.
9

In addition to providing sponsorship for the flowers at the Cathedral
Festival weekend, a video projector was donated to be used in the
Cathedral when appropriate as well as a replacement Union Flag.

10

Summary of Financial Activities for Year Ended 31st December 2016
INCOMING RESOURCES

Subscriptions
Donations & Bequests
Legacies
Chairs Sponsorship
Investment Income
Friends Activities

2016

2015

(£)

(£)

3,308
16
6,000
276
5,357
3,290

Balance Sheet at 31 December 2016

3,661
10,000
296
374
4,286
1,426
18,247

2016

2015

Total Funds
£

Total Funds
£

151,080

164,406

50,000
26,264

0
38,093

76,264

38,093

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

227,344

202,499

NET ASSETS

227,344

202,499

225,885
1,459

201,316
1,183

227,344

202,499

FIXED ASSETS
Investments
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at Bank

20,043

NET CURRENT ASSETS

RESOURCES EXPENDED
Printing, postage, etc
Cost of Friends Activities
Investment management

738
3,264
1,935

710
757
1,669

Annual Report & AGM
Newsletter
Bank charges

1,104
1,508
0

512
700
4

Flag
Video Projector

137
778

0
0

Flower Festival
Banners

500
235

0
0

FUNDS
Unrestricted
Restricted
TOTAL FUNDS

10,199

4,352

8,048

15,691

Gain on Investments

16,797

-27

Net Income

24,845

15,664

Net expenditure/income
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Members will remember her article and lecture on the Minster House Royal

Friends' Lectures Report 2016-17

Portraits. In this present lecture she not only looked at the detailed provisions of
the Minster's charter of 1604 and its later amendments but also of the ‘power to

by Maurice Taylor

the people’ town charter and the intriguing politicking that went on around both
documents.
With the exception of the November lecture, the

We thank her for sharing her researches with us in a most interesting and
stimulating presentation.

attendances his season has been significantly lower, the
reason for which appears to be the change of time to 2 pm
to accommodate evensong now starting at 3.30 pm. The
Friends Council has discussed the matter with the Dean and

Sunday November 20th, 2016

it has been decided to revert to 3:00 pm, the start time since

Sophie Weston: The Medieval Pilgrim Route to Compostela – the Camino

at least 2002. We shall review the arrangement at the end
of the 2017/18 series.

Attracting our largest lecture audience for some time Sophie Weston, as always,

My thanks as always go to the speakers who have provided talks, Dorothy Taylor

rewarded those attending with a generously illustrated composite account of her
three pilgrimages to Compostela. This enabled her to divert to sites along the

who has organised the refreshments, David Clifton who has assisted and to Revd

route which would not have been possible from just one visit allowing her to
include anecdotes of characters and fellow pilgrims. She outlined how, from its

Derek Ching who has acted as receptionist. We shall miss Derek, who has now left
the area and would like to record our thanks for his many years of active support.

October 14
Kirsty Hallett: Ripon’s Jacobean Charters - Church and Town
Kirsty Hallett is an educational advisor with

de Santiago (the Way of St James) had
TW Images: Michael Krier

Gill Steer has kindly agreed to take over these duties. Thanks also go to John Beal
and David Clifton for help in arranging speakers.

origins in the 9th century, the Carmino
developed from different geographical
tributaries in France, Spain and
Portugal during the Middle Ages,
Left: Vezelay was one of the gathering
points for the pilgrimage. The picture is
of a C19th shrine to Mary Magdalene, a
reliquary in the crypt

North Yorkshire County Council.
She is also the daughter of Ian Stalker -

several coming together along the 500

Council member and Editor of the Annual
Report - and is a member of the Friends in

miles of the crowded Carmino Francés. Santiago Cathedral built over the tomb of
St James the Apostle dates from the 9th century, rebuilt 1075, consecrated 1211.

her own right, so it was a particular pleasure

As well as to the shrine, Sophie drew our attention to the

to welcome her as our speaker in October..

architecture of the church and to the magnificent hospitals and

During her time in the Ripon area Kirsty
researched aspects of its history in depth.
13

college buildings nearby.
A corner of the
royal charter of 1604. James I sits in
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Sunday February 19th, 2017
Revd John Colston : Here’s a How de Do - Gilbert
& Sullivan and the Savoy Operas
We were extremely grateful to the Revd John
Colston who stepped in at short notice when our
Sunday January 15, 2017

advertised speaker had to withdraw. Well known

Stephanie Ruddy: The foundation of the Salvation

in the area as the former Vicar of Christ Church,
Harrogate, John is also known for his skill on the

Army and how its work developed
Stephanie Ruddy was, until her recent retirement, the
William Booth

principal officer of the Ripon branch of the Salvation
Army. She gave us a fascinating picture of the early
work of the Army describing its development up to the

present time. Her talk was well presented and illustrated. She told us the story of

John Colston on stage

stage, particularly in the works of Shakespeare and
Gilbert and Sullivan. Since coming to live in Ripon he has been a very active
member of the Ripon branch of the University of the Third Age and organizes their
Shakespeare group amongst other things. He is also the organist at St John’s
Church, Sharow.

the founding of the Army by General William Booth and the dedication of his life

His depth of knowledge of his subject – or more accurately subjects – was quickly

to the movement. He was, at his death in 1912, so highly regarded as a national

apparent as he led us through the very different personalities of his principal

figure, that it was calculated that millions of people lined the route of the funeral
procession.

characters, illustrating his presentation not only with PowerPoint but also with
the assistance of a professional pianist who accompanied as he sang some of the

The activities of the Salvation Army in the 1890’s were particularly interesting.

well known songs from the shows.

There were aspects such as the breakfasts which the Army offered to the poor at
the price of a penny. Millions of these substantial breakfasts were provided for
needy people – a fact which is largely forgotten today.
Stephanie ended by describing the work of
the Army in Ripon today at their Lead Lane
premises. A wide range of people benefit from
their work in our area.
We were left with a clear impression that the
Salvation Army still maintains its magnificent
tradition

of

social

care

and

Christian

compassion.
David Clifton
15

Sunday March 19, 2017
Michael and Catherine Stalybrass:
Norwegian Stave churches
Michael Stallybrass (whose mother
was Norwegian) and his wife
Catherine gave an interesting talk
based on their extensive travels
throughout Norway, and at all
seasons of the year. In their talk
they looked at how Christianity came to Norway, and how it was expressed in
16

early church buildings – especially in the wooden Stave Churches. Of well over
1,000 such churches, less than 30 survive. But, they explained, there are some
incredible stories behind those survivals, including one church that was lost
through the Black Death but rediscovered centuries later, complete with
unique items from before the reformation. They also looked at the special
influence of England (not least Yorkshire) on the early mediaeval church in
Norway.
During the lecture, they drew on material gathered during several trips to
Norway, including a three week research trip in 2014.
These gave them some rare and privileged access, including to the
spectacular Stave Church at Urness, a UNESCO World Heritage site. They also
enabled us to handle a part of a Stave.
John Beal

monks living in isolation from the world. The others were minsters, collegiate
institutions which were the home of a body of senior ‘secular’ priests or
prebendaries who engaged with the outside world and who each had a
geographical area to look after (a forerunner to the parish system).
Following the Conquest in 1066 there was a major building programme, not
only of castles most of which, if they are still standing are now ruins, but also
building and rebuilding of churches and cathedrals many of which, albeit with
alterations and additions are still in use today. These were built in the
Romanesque (or as we uniquely call it in England, Norman) style of
architecture. Cathedrals built / rebuilt at this time include Durham, Norwich,
Southwell and Canterbury.
A century or so later ‘gothic’ was invented in an atmosphere of febrile change
and political tension. Architectural styles changed with an emphasis on
pointed Early English Gothic arches being introduced, as can be seen in Ripon

Report on the

Study Day led by Jon Cannon
on
Saturday March 25th, 2017

A Thousand Years of History:

Left: a short chapter on Ripon Cathedral is included in Jon
Cannon's book: CATHEDRAL - THE GREAT ENGLISH
CATHEDRALS AND THE WORLD THAT MADE THEM, 600 -

Medieval Cathedrals as Time Machines
We welcomed Canon Jon Cannon to lead this Study Day. As he explained the
history of the church during the medieval period reflects the history of the
nation. He therefore used the English cathedrals as “Time machines” to the
medieval period.
Jon traced the story of the buildings and their contents from the birth of
English Christianity in the early seventh century. He outlined how the Church
was the only ‘corporate body’ in the early medieval world. About a half of the
early cathedrals were monastic in origin, providing home to a community of

17

Advance Notice
Jon Cannon has agreed to hold another Study Day in 2019. This
one has the provisional title of
'The Secret Language of Sacred Spaces',
to be based on his 2013 book of that name. Full details later.

18

Annual General Meeting

Development Campaign Report
In 2016 the Cathedral Development Campaign generated funds of £258,000 which
was an extremely strong performance for the year and to date the Campaign has
raised a total of £3.5m for Ripon Cathedral and for the Cathedral Music Trust. The
Trustees approved distributions totalling almost £250,000 to the Cathedral
Chapter, of which £90,000 was distributed directly to the Music Trust, and a
further £40,000 to support the running costs of the music, which the Trustees
have agreed will continue for a further two years. Support has also been given to
the glazing and other essential repairs. Through the membership group the
Music Custodians, it has been possible to continue to fund the John Sayer Organ
Scholarship for a further two years and as Tom Coxhead moves to a new role, we
will welcome a new Organ Scholar. The Trustees were also able to support the
costs associated with making the application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for the
Ripon Cathedral Renewed Project of £94,000. Without these funds it would have
proved impossible to develop the case for Lottery support for the project.

Notice
The seventy sixth Annual General Meeting of the Friends of Ripon
Cathedral will be held in Thorpe Prebend House on Wednesday, 12th July
2017 at 7.00pm for the purpose of conducting the following business.
All members are encouraged to attend.

Agenda
1. To receive apologies for absence
2. To approve and sign the minutes of the 75th AGM held on 1st July 2016

The Development Campaign also continues to support the work of the Ripon
Cathedral Music Trust. The Trust fund now stands at £750,000 which provides an
annual income to help sustain the Cathedral Choir and the glorious Music. In
October the Choir will once again travel to London to perform to 100 invited
guests at St Lawrence Jewry Church in the heart of the City.

3. To receive for adoption the Annual Report

The RCDC events programme continues to be an important part of the work of the
Development Campaign, in January 2016 Molly Barrs joined the Campaign she
organised the Ripon Cathedral Revealed Festival which raised over £30,000 and as
a legacy the Campaign team have added a new fundraising event to the 2017
programme. the Spring Food, Home and Garden Show which takes place on the
8th April inside the Cathedral, it is hoped the event will become as popular and
well received as the Christmas Gift and Food Fair.

31st December 2016

The memberships the Music Custodians, Patrons and Chorister Sponsors are
managed by Carolyn Sands, and numbers are steadily growing. The membership
events programme is interesting and varied, the benefits include VIP drinks
receptions and reserved seating and free tickets. If you would like to know more
about joining any of these groups, please get in touch on 01765 603583.
We would like to thank the Friends and all our supporters as we look forward to
another successful year in 2016.
Margaret Hammond

4. Chairman’s remarks
5. To receive for adoption the Statement of Accounts for the year ended

6. Election of Officers for 2016-17:
Chairman, Vice Chairman, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer,
Honorary Membership Secretary
A nomination form is included on the page opposite
7. Election of Council Members
8. Appointment of an independent examiner of the accounts
9. Any other business

Campaign Manager
19
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Cut

Left blank (rear of Nomination
Form)
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Friends of Ripon Cathedral
Minutes of AGM held on 1st July 2016 at Thorpe
Prebend
Present:
John Beal, David Clifton, Sue Eddleston, Sue Ford, Tina Shingler,
Anne Lindsay, Ian Stalker, John Wimpress, Sheila Page, Gill Steer,
Dorothy Taylor, Maurice Taylor, Chris Ford, Anne Pearson, Malcolm
Hanson, Marigold Crosse, Brian Crosse, Nigel Rawlinson, Carole
Perkins, The Dean.
Apologies for absence: Emma Spick, Tom Ramsden, Toby Wallis, Joy
Calvert, Lynne Ditchburn, Philip Arundel.
th

Approval of last year's minutes: The minutes of the 74 AGM held on
19th July 2015 were approved; proposed by Maurice Taylor and
seconded by Ian Stalker.

they remind people that the Friends exist, and encourage new
members to join. We now have a regular news sheet with Tina Shingler
in charge – thanks were expressed for her work. Ian Stalker is
producing excellent work – e.g. the Annual Report – and thanks were
expressed to him. And there is to be a special presentation in March
2017 by Jon Cannon in St John’s Church.
Officers – John Wimpress is a very good treasurer and he sits on the
Cathedral Finance Committee. Emma Spick has had to stand down as
secretary. Gill Steer has been acting as Minutes Secretary in Emma’s
absence. We need a new Membership Secretary. Friends are included
on several of the Cathedral committees – David Clifton on the Legacy
Committee, John Beal on the Heritage Committee, Dorothy Taylor on
the Communications Committee. The Chairman appealed for members
of the Friends to become members of the Council as there are several
vacancies.
John Beal expressed thanks to Dorothy Taylor for all that she has done
in the past year and for agreeing to be Chairman for one more year.
Statement of accounts:

Adoption of the Annual Report: this was adopted; proposed by
Dorothy Taylor and seconded by John Beal.

John Wimpress reported a gift of £10,000 from the son of Bill Forster.
We need to find a significant way of spending it, hopefully using it in
connection with work on the Cathedral copes. Otherwise the Cathedral
has not asked for money for any particular projects.

Chairman’s remarks:

The statement of accounts was received for adoption; proposed by
Dorothy Taylor, seconded by Ian Stalker.

The Chairman reported on the Friends’ activities during the past year
(which has been a good one). We have good articles in the Report; the
75th anniversary lunch with the Dean and Mayor and consorts joining us
went well; the garden visit also went well – thanks were expressed to
Margaret I’Anson for allowing the use of her garden and to Lynne
Ditchburn, Jean Dunn, Christina Hoare, John Beal and his wife for the
work they did; there is to be a trip to visit ancient churches; also a
lunch in September at the Old Deanery followed by a special evensong.
The sherry mornings after the 10.30am service have been popular –
23

Election of Officers for 2016-17:
The following were proposed:
 Chairman – Dorothy Taylor, proposed John Beal, seconded David

Clifton
 Vice-Chairman – John Beal, proposed David Clifton, seconded Ian

24

Stalker
 Minutes Secretary – Gill Steer, proposed Ian Stalker, seconded David

Clifton
 Treasurer – John Wimpress, proposed Dorothy Taylor, seconded

David Clifton.

The following article, the first of two submitted by Maurice Taylor, is
extracted from The Antiquities of Ripon and Riponshire by T S Gowland,
an unpublished manuscript held by the Yorkshire Archaeological
Society, Leeds.
T S Gowland was a solicitor who practiced in Ripon towards the
middle of the 20th century. He was a founder member and former
Council member of the of the Friends of Ripon Cathedral. He left
Ripon after his retirement, and his death was reported in the

All were duly elected

Sue Eddleston volunteered to become the Membership Secretary and
will be co-opted at the next Council meeting.
Appointment of an independent examiner of the accounts:
John Wimpress proposed that Peter Tarren should continue in this role,
seconded by Dorothy Taylor, who thanked him for his work.
Any other business:
 John Beal gave details of the trip to ancient churches on 2nd July and

said that places on the trip were still available.
 The Chairman proposed giving Emma Spick a bouquet of flowers

from members in thanks for the work she has done.
 Anne Lindsay suggested that other churches should be informed of

our activities – particularly the excellent talks – and encouraged to
become friends, as an ecumenical venture.

25

Misdemeanours at the Medieval Minster
Though there are several hints of irregularities among the junior clergy
and prohibitions against some of the grosser amusements which
offered more temptation to a medieval than to a modern clergyman,
there seem to have been few or no cases of offences so disgraceful as
to have incurred special censure among the Vicars as distinguished
from the Chantry Priests.
In 1320, William Raskelf a deacon of Ripon did penance for having
secretly contracted marriage with Margaret Scot of Ripon. Both had to
stand and do penance in the Nave, Raskelf on six feast days and his
wife on three. These secret marriages contracted by men in priest's
orders were designed to regularise as far as possible, an illicit union.
In 1320/153, there is a report that a Vicar attempted to interfere with a
preaching friar; friars were not popular with the regular clergy, and the
merits of such quarrels depended on the facts of each case, which we
do not know. In 132454, Robert de Ripon, a chaplain, having been
suspended for performing a secret wedding, received dispensation
owing to his good qualities. In 137555, John de Clynt confessed to
having pronounced a general excommunication without proper
authority. This offence was probably an unintentional breach of some
formality. John de Clynt's name appears in many documents in which
land was transferred for some religious purpose, and owing to his
26

augmentation of the endowments of St Andrew's Chantry and good
service as Archbishop's receiver, he was excused attendance at church
except at the greater feasts.56.
It is amusing to note that in 1401 an Act of chapter ordered the clerks
and other ministers to be courteous to all parishioners and not to
compose ribald verses about "sutores"57a (tenants) and other artificers
of the town57.
Less satisfactory was the conduct of two clerks, Nicholas Burnet and
Robert Smyth who were cited for fighting in 149858. They appear to
have quoted papal authority against a public prosecution, but the Court
held that because their offence was in public, they should be put to
public penance. They were therefore ordered on three Sundays to go
in procession with bare feet and shins (tibia) holding in one hand their
swords by the points and in the other a candle.
They did not appear, but at the end of the sermon after the procession,
the preacher warned them to leave the church at the time of the Mass.
The same Sunday, Burnet went after dinner to the Studley Prebend
House and excused his absence from the procession on the ground that
he had made up his mind to do his penance after Easter, Master
Mallory59 having undertaken that he would do so, but (after reflection
apparently) he had decided to submit himself for correction. On the
following day both he and Smyth promised to do penance on Palm
Sunday: Burnet attended and did penance, but Smyth contumaciously
refused and went away.
All these cases however compare favourably with the offences for
which many clerks from different parts of the Diocese of York were
brought to the Archbishop's prison at Ripon in order to be degraded.
The ceremony of degradation was performed at the West door of the
church. These offenders included:

were allowed to clear themselves by compurgation63. In 131064, nine
clerks. In 1397/865, a clerk who was charged with stealing a chalice at
Patrick Brompton, but was allowed to clear himself by compurgation.
In 1398/9 66 a clerk was charged with stealing a doublet and
"habirion" (a short sleeveless coat of mail, sometimes written hauberk).
[References on next page]
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57a

More literally translated as "those who do suit of court."
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Ripon Chapter Acts 288

59

Master Mallory. Evidently a member of the family of Mallory
of Hutton Conyers and Studley
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M of R II 21
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ditto II 35

In 129360 five clerks, who had confessed to burglary, horse-stealing and
other thefts. In 130261, eight clerks whose offences comprised two
cases of murder (one being at Kirkby Malzeard); three robberies;
robbery and burglary; sacrilege; and horse-stealing and burglary. In
130362, five clerks for one murder, three burglaries and a theft, but two
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The following article appeared in The Ripon Wakeman, February
1949. The text has evidently been scanned electronically from
the original article as it showed a number of anomalies
characteristic of that system. The editor has attempted to
remove these 'errors' to improve readability.

THE BONE HOUSE
by GEORGE JACKSON
“Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep"
(Gray's Elegy)
Readers have asked me to write about the Bone House, a theme from
which I have shrunk as being morbid and lacking in general interest. But
the requests persisted as did the thought that, since throughout the
world from primeval times it has been concerned about his immortality,
interest in the Subject might be natural and more widespread than was
at first imagined.
Writing on the Mummies in the Egyptian section of the British Museum,
W. H. Boulton says:
"There is a weird fascination about these remains of long dead people
which have survived the vicissitudes of centuries and millennia, and now
form a centre of attraction for youth and age of a very different
civilization from that in which they lived and moved."
Lived and moved! Perhaps this is the focal point of the fascination which
arises from the contemplation of human remains-these inanimate and
pathetic objects once lived and moved! People shudder and strive to
banish the subject from their minds, but the fascination remains.
The Bone House at Ripon is – or was – situate in the Norman undercroft
of the Cathedral, beneath the Chapter House. Here, until 1865, a vast
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quantity of human remains were "piled in regular order around the
walls", to form a collection which called forth from the uninitiated
expressions of the wildest speculation and conjecture.
One of the more rational explanations is that they were the "mortal
remains supposed to have been gathered from the bleached battle fields
of the intestine (sic) wars which ravaged the country in the contentions
of the White and Red Roses, and in the reign of Charles I." But history,
as far as Ripon is concerned, hardly warrants this.
The generally accepted theory is that they were dug up at different
times within the precincts of the Cathedral itself, when it has been
enlarged, rebuilt or altered. The Fabric Rolls for the period between the
years 1505 and 1525 give documentary evidence of this, there being
frequent entries recording the payment of monies for the "carrying of
the bones."
It was about this time, of course, that the north and south aisles of the
nave were built, and as these additions extended beyond the limits of
Archbishop Roger's beautiful aisle-less nave which "had to be taken
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down because it was in danger of complete collapse". The disturbance
of many graves in the vicinity was inevitable. From this it is concluded
that the bones referred to in the Fabric Rolls were the result of these
operations, and that they were ultimately removed to the crypt
beneath the Chapter House; a purpose for which the place was no
doubt used both before and after this date.
In medieval times, when burial grounds became over-crowded and
their extension rendered difficult or impossible by surrounding
property, charnel houses for the unearthed bones of people long dead
were accepted as a common necessity. Although sometimes existing as
separate buildings in churchyards, they were more usually situated in a
crypt or other part of the church itself,
Many of these depositories still remain in the country but their
contents have, long since disappeared. A notable exception being at
Hythe, in Kent, where a charnel house, complete with bones, still exists.
What may have been something of this kind was discovered at
Fountains in 1854 when a walled-up passage between the South
Transept and the Chapter House was found to be filled with human
bones, These were probably taken from the burial ground on the east
side of the Abbey when the foundations of the Chapel of the Nine Altars
were being dug.
Until the dispersal of its contents the Bone House at Ripon appears to
have been one of the more sensational "sights" of the district. "A
charnel house which exceeds anything of the kind in the kingdom,"
writes William White in his Directory of the West Riding of Yorkshire,
and all tourists arriving in the town were expected to visit it. Perhaps it
was inevitable with certain mentalities that this section of the Cathedral
should be looked upon as a kind of Chamber of Horrors reminiscent of
Madame Tussaud's.
That the renown of the Bone House was widespread is shown by the
number of people who have written upon it. William Harrison
Ainsworth, the well-known Victorian novelist, wrote a poem of many
verses describing how a local barber “Saw'd off a cranium from the
Bone House, close to the eyes" to form a shaving bowl "capacious in
size"! A clergyman of an earlier date began his stanzas with:
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"The Bone House! I tremble with awe at the thought
Of entering so gloomy a cell........”
From Taylor's History of Apparitions we get the story of "some
labouring mechanics" who, during convivial evening, wagered five
guineas that none of their number dare bring a skull from the Bone
House.
One of them, of course, accepted the challenge and set out for the
Minster, to be forestalled, however, by one of his fellows who, with a
sheet borrowed from the landlady of the inn, secreted himself in a dark
corner of the Bone House – which apparently was not locked up o'
nights.
When the "adventurer" arrived he was greeted with the sight of a
figure in white which, after he had seized a skull, called "That's my
father's skull!" to which the man replied, “Well then, if it be thy father's
skull, take it." and thereupon picked up another. This turned out to be
the skull of the phantom's mother.
At the third attempt the apparition called in a 'tremendously awful
manner, "That's my skull", to which the man replied “If it be the Devil's
skull I'll have it" and straightway made off with it.
After a rough and tumble chase through the churchyard both men
arrived back at the inn, to the astonishment of the company there
assembled. The man we are told won his bet which was spent at the
same house the following Saturday.
All this kind of thing may have been amusing for the laity, but it was an
embarrassment for the Church, for apart from the distraction of dignity
from that institution, the care of the dead is one of its most solemn
responsibilities (and who of the laity, when it comes to the point, does
not demand that "last resting places" should be sacrosanct?)
The Church, then, took upon itself to consider the problem of what
Thomas Hardy, in a contemplation of long-forgotten graves, calls "The
Second Death":
"Those who our grandsires be
Lie here embraced by deeper death than we;
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They bids as quite forgot;
They are as men who have existed not;
Theirs is a loss past loss of fitful breath

Membership Subscriptions

it is the second death.
In the Spring of 1865 the contents of the Bone House were buried near
the east wall of the Minster graveyard. The site is marked by a stone in

Annual Membership Subscriptions since 20th July 2015 are –
Annual

Editor's note: what was Ripon's 'Bone House' (or 'Charnel
House' or 'Ossuary') and later called the 'Chapel of All Souls' is

£15.00 – Individual
£22.50 – Family (2 adults + 2 children under 18)
£22.50 – Associate (PCCs, schools etc.)
£37.50 – Business
Extended
£150.00 – Individual 10-year
£225.00 – Joint 10-year
Current Members
Could those of you who pay by Standing Order and operate
internet banking please check that the amount is correct, and as
necessary, increase it from the next due date after 19th July
2015?
To start paying by Standing Order, complete pages 27 and 28
and return to The Friends as detailed.
If you do not do internet banking please cut out the Payment
Forms on the next two pages,.
To pay by cheque, use the page numbered 27 only and return it

The altar end of the Chapel of Resurrection, with its small
but lovely Henderson memorial window in the style of
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to The Friends.
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Cut

Cut

Side 1

Side 2

If paying by cheque,

If instructing your bank to start or amend a

complete this side only

Standing Order, complete both sides

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP (ring the appropriate type):
Annual

TO THE MANAGER:

- £15 Individual
- £22.50 Family (2 adults + under 18s)
- £22.50 Associate (PCCs, schools etc.)
- £37.50 Business

(Name of your bank): ......................................
Bank address: ........................................................
..........................................Postcode......................

Extended - £150 Individual 10-year
- £225 Joint 10-year
Voluntary Donation - Please treat this as a single donation: £ ...........

FROM: (name of your account):...........................
................................................................................

Title & name…………………………………………………
Address………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..
Post Code…………….........

Your bank sort-code:

.......... – ........... – ..........

Your account number

.......:..................................................

Phone ..........…………………….............

Email…………………………………………………

PLEASE PAY: HSBC Bank plc, 34 Westgate Ripon HG4 2BL for the
credit of The Friends of Ripon Cathedral

Delete as necessary:

 I wish to pay by Standing Order (see over)
 I enclose a cheque made payable to Friends of Ripon Cathedral to the value
of £

 I agree to my name being held on the Friends computer file for purposes
restricted to this organization.

 GIFT AID Please treat this and subsequent payments as Gift Aid. I confirm
that I pay Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax at least equal to the tax
reclaimable
Signature…………………………………………………

Sort code: 40-38-23
Account number: 30359831
The sum of £.............. now, and annually hereafter until further
notice in writing.
This notice cancels any previous order in favour of The Friends of
Ripon Cathedral
Signed: .................................................................

Date………………………………………………………

Registered Charity
35 Number 1062095
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Summary of Friends Contributions over the years
1941-49
Donation towards the cost of the memorial
to Dean Charles Mansfield Owen
Renewal of tracery of the SW clerestory
window
New ashlars inserted in the wall of the
library
Tracery of two windows in the library
renewed : buttresses and gargoyles
Choir screen cleaned of plaster wash
1000 feet of tubular scaffolding and fittings
acquired, and its erection on the
SW tower
Pilasters repaired and refixed

book cases to contain them.
New oak bookcases for the library
Cleaning of library ceiling and library
restoration
£225 to organ fund
£464 for chairs for the library
Automatic electric motor for clock - SW
tower
£50 to re-writing and reframing notice
board on “The History of the
Fabric”
£300 for the Sanctus bell in the new bell
cote on St Wilfrid’s tower
Repairs to priceless volumes
Cleaning of C14th alabaster reliefs

1950-54
£1650 towards general upkeep :
replacement of wall in chapter
house with arch
£100 to restoration of the organ
£75 for Cathedral music
£78 curtains, pew runners and kneelers in
choir

1970-79
New staging neatly storable
Cobbled and flagged forecourt to the
cathedral
Flood lighting
Crypt adapted as a treasury
Repainting and gilding of high altar
Reforming of the chapel of St Wilfrid
Chairs for the choir and chapel of the Holy
Spirit
Renovation of the C15th font
Cost of materials for a set of green
vestments and cream material for
two new copes
£2500 towards cleaning the south wall
New frontal for nave altar
£2500 towards lighting and electrical
installations

1955-6
Renovation of kneelers in Nave
£900 to fabric; £400 to furnishings
1957-59
£350 to clear western part of All Soul’s
chapel before conversion to choir
vestry
Nave altar frontal. New gold carpet and
underlay for sanctuary
Long kneeling cushions for high altar
Hassocks for chapel in north choir aisle
£100 to renew altar linen

1980-89

1960-69
Hymnbooks, prayer books; moveable oak
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New “Friends” display board. £350
Bell Ropes (2003) £300
Flag (2003) £109
Contribution to restoration of alabasters
£489
Floor and vesting table for Chapter House
£4,419
Nave Roof restoration £13,300
Window Guards £1,710
Floor and decoration of Library £4,989
Conservation of Victorian clergy photos
£1,043
Stands for millennium cushions/art
exhibitions £2,500
Handrail and restoration of South
Steps. £5,000
Choir Robes (2006) £1,000
Towards kitchen refurbishment at Thorpe
Prebend House £500
Flower festival Stands (2007) £810
Vergers’ uniforms (2007) £405
300 Folding chairs for Cathedral £13,165
New grass mower for churchyard £171
Fire Doors (2008) £1,702
Winch (2008) £1,530
100 Folding chairs for Cathedral £4799
New Union flag & 2 St George’s Flags for
the Tower £448
Welcome Desk & Chair (2009) £3,597

New lighting in the choir
Converting the NW tower into a book stall
Repairs and replacements to the choir
library
Awards to boys leaving the choir
New heating chamber for gas boiler
behind apse.
Entrance and transformation of the
undercroft
New stone altar in All Soul’s chapel
£4000 to the organ fund
Covers for library bookcases
£1890 for decoration to the Library ceiling
In 1987 Miss Hilda Wilmshurst left a trust
“money to be used on the
greenery in the church yard with
particular emphasis on the
planting of trees”.
Shrubbery SW corner of the churchyard
1990-2000
Three lime trees, two walnut trees, two
whitebeams, two ornamental
crab trees planted
From Wilmshurst Trust an annual
contribution to the groundsman’s
salary
Brass candlesticks, shades tables for the
library
Tools, new seat, a new lawn mower
Conservation of Ripon gauntlets
Restoration of C14th alabasters
£12,500 to new work at the west front
Contribution to a new public address
system
Renewal of flags
Renewal of kneelers
Tapestry cushion for the stone bench

2010-11
New Chairs for the Nave £59,639
Publication of Chantries book £148
Publication of Woodcarvings book £5,460
Amplification system & hearing loop
£20,706
Bechstein piano, £10,000
Towards a new Aspirated Fire Detection
System, £39,500
Completion of sound system £18,610
Carillon of bells for NW tower - £4,113
(repaid)

2001-2009
Flags (2001) £567
Refreshment Tables (2001) £360
Skywinder Ladder (2001) £2,468
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The Friends of
Ripon Cathedral
A Study Day

Lectures in 2017-18

Unless otherwise stated the lectures are held on Sunday afternoons at Thorpe Prebend
House, High Saint Agnesgate, Ripon (on the street immediately below the Cathedral)
and begin at 3.00 pm. NOTE NEW TIME

Illuminating the Word of God
Date

Insights into St Wilfrid’s
Manuscript Culture
with Professor Joyce Hill

2017

November 19

Saturday 3rd February 2018 9.30 am to 4.15 pm
St John The Baptist Chapel, Bondgate
£20 per person
Priority booking to 1st Sept 2017 for members of
Ripon Cathedral Friends
Coffee and Tea provided
Own arrangements for lunch or bring a picnic
Lectures :

Wilfrid’s Gospel Manuscript;

2018
January 21
February 3
Study Day
9:30-4:15

Speaker/Event

Subject

Dr David Barnard

How churches stand up

Professor Joyce
Hill

Politics, power and Prayer:
the founding of Ripon's
Anglo Saxon Monastery

Revd Malcolm
Hanson

John Wilkins - Ripon's most
brilliant Dean?

Professor Joyce
Hill
Book Now (see
inside back cover)

Illuminating the Word of
God: insights into St
Wilfrid's manuscript culture

The Politics of Manuscripts in Wilfrid’s Northumbria;
First Skin Your Sheep: The Practicalities of Manuscript Production;
To the Greater Glory of God: Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts Across

February 18

Joseph Priestley

Investigations into Preconquest stones at Ripon

March 18

Dr Clive

Music for Lent and Easter

April 14
Study Day
(location and times

Sophie Weston

the centuries.

BOOKING REQUIRED
Applications to: M H Taylor, 36 Kings Mead, Ripon, HG4 1EJ
with email address or sae for acknowledgement
and programme
Cheques payable to ‘The Friends
of Ripon Cathedral’
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40
Booking details
later

Christian Iconography in
the English Parish Church

